We introduce the notion of mild supersolution for an obstacle problem in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. The minimal supersolution of this problem is given in terms of a reflected BSDEs in an infinite dimensional Markovian framework. The results are applied to an optimal control and stopping problem.
Introduction
The connection between backward stochastic differential equations in R n and semilinear parabolic PDEs is known since the seminal paper of Pardoux and Peng [18] . This result was extended to the case of reflected BSDEs and correspondingly of obstacle problem for PDEs in [6] . Moreover it is also well known that the above equations are related to optimal stochastic control problems (in the first case) and optimal stopping or optimal control/stopping problems in the second see [19] . We notice that in the finite dimensional framework the above mentioned partial differential equations are intended either in classical sense (see [18] ) or, more frequently, in viscosity sense.
On the other hand the relation between backward stochastic differential equations in infinite dimensional spaces, optimal control of Hilbert valued stochastic evolution equations and parabolic equation on infinite dimensional spaces was investigated in [8] and in several successive papers. In the above mentioned literature it appears that the concept of solution of the PDE has to be modified in the infinite dimensional case. Namely classical solutions require too much regularity while the theory of viscosity solutions can be applied only in special cases with trace class noise and very regular value function (see [14] ). The type of definition that was seen to fit the infinite dimensional framework and the BSDE approach is the classical notion of mild solution. Namely if we consider a semilinear parabolic PDE such as    ∂u ∂t (t, x) = L t u (t, x) + ψ (t, x, u (t, x) , ∇u (t, x)) t ∈ [0, T ] , x ∈ H u(T, x) = φ (x) , and (P s,t ) 0≤s≤t≤T is the transition semigroup related to the second order differential operators (L t ) t∈[0,T ] then a function u : [0, T ]×H → R is called a mild solution of the above PDE whenever u admits a gradient (in a suitable sense) and it holds: u(s, x) = P s,t [u(t, ·)](x) + t s P s,τ ψ(τ, ·, u(τ, ·), ∇u(τ, ·)) (x) dτ. Large amount of literature has then extended the BSDE approach to control problems to several different situations both in the finite and in the infinite framework but, at our best knowledge, the problem of relating reflected BSDEs in infinite dimensional spaces and obstacle problems for PDEs with infinitely many variables was never investigated. The point is that it is not obvious how one should include the reflection term (which is not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, T ]) into the definition of mild solution.
In this paper, inspired by the work of A. Bensoussan see [2] , to overcome such a difficulty, we propose the notion of mild-supersolution (see Definition 3.2). To be more specific, our main result will be to prove that if (X s,x , Y s,x , Z s,x , K s,x ) is the solution of the following forward backward system with reflected BSDE: Another issue that is considered in this paper is that we do not assume any nondegeneracy on the coefficient G (and consequently any strong ellipticity on the second order differential operator in the PDE). Therefore we can not expect to have regular solutions of the obstacle problem. Thus we have to precise how the directional gradient ∇uG has to be intended. We choose here to employ the definition of generalized gradient (in probabilistic sense) introduced in [11] ). It was proved in [11] that such generalized gradient exists for all locally Lipschitz functions. In Theorem 2.9 we prove that our candidate solution u(t, x) := Y t,x t is indeed locally Lipschitz). Moreover we notice that we work under general growth assumptions with respect to x on the nonlinear term ψ and on the final datum φ. This forces us to obtain L p estimates on the solution on the reflected BSDE that extend the ones proved in [6] .
The structure of the paper is the following. In section 2 we study reflected BSDEs obtaining the desired L p estimates and the local lipscitzianity with respect to the initial datum in the markovian framework. In section 3 we introduce the notion of minimal mild supersolution of the obstacle problem in the sense of the generalized gradient and we show how it is related to the reflected BSDEs. Finally in section 4 we apply the above results to an optimal control and stopping problem.
Reflected BSDEs
In a complete probability space (Ω, F, P) we consider a cylindrical Wiener process {W τ , τ ≥ 0} in a Hilbert space Ξ and (F τ ) τ ≥0 is its natural filtration, augmented in the usual way. We consider the following reflected backward stochastic differential equation (RBSDE in the following):
for the unknown adapted processes Y , Z and K. Y and K are real processes, and Z is a Ξ * -valued process. Y and Z are square integrable processes, Y admits a continuous modification and K is a continuous non-decreasing process with K 0 = 0. The equation is understood in the usual integral way, namely:
We also consider equation 2.1 with f not depending on (y, z):
In the following, if E is a separable Hilbert space, 0 < a < b and p ≥ 1 we denote by
given by processes admitting a continuous version and verifying
In the following we need to prove regular dependence of the solution to the above equation with respect to parameters, namely the initial data of a related (forward) stochastic differential equation. Due to the assumptions that we choose on the nonlinearity ψ we will need L p estimates (both on the solution and on its approximations corresponding to suitable penalized approximating equations).
We make the following assumptions on the generator, on the final datum and on the obstable of the RBSDE (2.1):
where by P we mean the predictable σ-algebra on Ω × [0, T ], and by B(Λ) the Borel σ-algebra on any topological space Λ).
Moreover f is Lipschitz with respect to y and z uniformly in t and ω and, for some p ≥ 2
The final data ξ is F T measurable and p-integrable.
Finally the obstacle S is a continuous, P-meausurable, real valued process satisfying
We notice that the integrability requests are not optimal (for instance we assume p-integrability jointly in Ω × [0, T ]) for the generator f and 2(p − 1) integrability for the obstacle S). Nevertheless such assumptions are verified in the Markovian framework (see Section 2.1) and will allow us to treat general obstacle problems under general assumptions (see Section 3).
By a penalization procedure, we can prove the following: 
.
Where C only depends on T and on the Lipschitz constant of f .
We first need an analogous result on the corresponding penalized equation, that we now introduce. Let us consider the following BSDE −dY
It is shown in [6] that the penalized BSDE (2.5) admits a unique solution (
, whose norm (in the above spaces) is uniformly bounded with respect to n. 
Finally if K n t = n t 0 (Y n s − S s ) − ds then K n is an adapted, continuous, non-decreasing proces satisfying
where C only depends on p, T and on the Lipschitz constant of f .
Proof. First of all we notice that we can always reduce ourselves to the case in which
Indeed, settingỸ n t = e at Y n t ,Z n t = e at Z n t , we get that Ỹ n ,Z n satisfies
So the generator is given byf (t, y, z) := e at f (t, e −at y, e −at z) − ay, so by choosing a sufficiently large (depending only on the Lipscitz constant of f ) we can assume µ + λ 2 ≤ −1. From now on we assume that (2.8) holds true and for simplicity we omit the superscript ∼ where necessary.
Moreover by c we shall denote a constant that depends only on the Lipschitz constant of f , T and p and by c(δ) a constant that depends, beside the above parameters, on an auxiliary constant δ > 0. Their value can change from line to line. We apply Itô formula to |Y n t | p , s ≤ t ≤ T and we get,
Integrating between s and T , 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T , we get
where we have applied Young inequality. So recalling that by (2.8) µ + λ 2 ≤ 0 and also since p ≥ 2, we get
By the penalized BSDE (2.5) in integral form we deduce that
and so
Now we recall that, by the L p -estimates on BSDEs, see e.g. [8] ,
, and so the Itô integral T s |Y n r | p−1Ŷ n t Z n t dW t has null expectation. Computing expectation in the above inequality
As already mentioned, it is well known that the penalized BSDE admits a unique solution whose norm is uniformly bounded in
Namely estimates in section 6 of [6] reed:
So plugging the above in (2.11) we get, also by the BDG inequality,
So we can deduce that
By (2.10), with r in the place of s, such that 0 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ T we get
By taking the supremum over the time r, by taking expectation and with calculations in part similar to the ones we have performed in (2.12) we arrive at
So we get, also by applying estimate (2.13)
Next we estimate
We integrate on [s, T ] and we raise to the power
Using the expression (2.9) for n
Computing expectation, by BDG and Young inequalities, and by using estimate (2.15), we get
Concluding by estimate (2.15), we obtain:
and this concludes the estimate of E
The estimate of E|K n T | p is then easy consequence of the previous ones and of relation (2.9). We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By [6] , section 6, we know that Y n t ↑ Y t and E( sup
Thus choosing a suitable subsequence we can assume the P-a.s. convergence of sup t∈[0,T ] (Y t −Y n t ) towards 0. Consequently by Fatou Lemma and (2.6) we get
For what concerns the convergence of Z n , again by [6] , section 6, we already know that
, and by proposition 2.3 we know that Z n is bounded in
, so, extracting, if needed, a subsequence, we can assume that such that (Z n ) converges weakly in
topology. Consequently again by (2.6) we have that Z satisfies
For what concerns K, by [6] we already know (see again [6] , section 6) that E|K n T − K T | 2 → 0,. The claim follows as before by Fatou lemma by extracting a subsequence that converges P-a.s. and exploiting estimate (2.6).
Reflected BSDEs in a Markovian framework
Now we consider a RBSDE depending on a forward equation with values in another real and separable Hilbert space H. Namely, we consider the forward backward system
2. The mapping F : [0, T ] × H → H is measurable and satisfies, for some constant C > 0 and 0 ≤ γ < 1,
(2.17)
The next existence and uniqueness Proposition is proved in [8] . We will work under the following assumptions on ψ:
is Borel measurable and satisfies the following:
1. there exists a constant L > 0 such that
3. there exists L ′ > 0 and m ≥ 0 such that
4. as far as the final datum φ and the obstacle h are concerned there exists L > 0 such that:
for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ H.
We notice that hypothesis 2.6 implies that, for all p > 0
19) for all t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ H, y ∈ R z ∈ Ξ, and for all p ≥ 2. Proposition 2.7 Let hypotheses 2.4 and 2.6 hold true and fix s ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ H. Then the RBSDE in (2.16) admits a unique adapted solution (Y s,x , Z s,x , K s,x ). Moreover Y s,x admits a continuous version, (K s,x ) is continuous and non-decreasing (K s,x 0 = 0) and, for all p ≥ 2 there exists C p > 0 such that
We consider also the penalized version of the RBSDE in (2.16):
(2.21) The same holds for the penalized equation with constant C independent on n.
Proof. It suffices to notice that by setting
for all t ∈ [0, T ], y ∈ R, z ∈ Ξ and with X s,x solution to the forward equation in the FBSDE (2.16), by (2.19) f, h, S satisfy hypothesis 2.1, and in particular: 
The next theorem is devoted to the local Lipschitz continuity of Y s,x with respect to x.
Theorem 2.9 Let hypotheses 2.4 and 2.6 hold true and let (Y s,x , Z s,x , K s,x ) be the unique solution of the the RBSDE in (2.16). Then there exists a constant L > 0 such that, ∀x 1 , x 2 ∈ H,
Proof. We start by considering the generator ψ differentiable, namely for every t ∈ [0, T ] we assume that ψ (t, ·, ·, ·) ∈ G(H × R × Ξ * , R). The idea is to prove that, in the case of smooth (differentiable) coefficients, the solution of the penalized equation (2.21) is differentiable with respect to x, and the derivative is bounded uniformly with respect to n so that in particular we get local lipschitz continuity of Y n,s,x s with respect to x, that is preserved as n → ∞. In order to work in a "smooth" framework, in the penalized BSDE (2.21) instead of considering the penalizing term n(y −h) − , we have to consider a smooth penalizing term, namely we consider a function γ : R → R, such that γ ∈ C ∞ b (R) γ(y) = 0 for y ≥ 0, γ(y) > 0 for y < 0 γ(y) = −y for y ≤ −1,γ(y) < 0 for y < 0.
Notice that to construct γ it is enough to set γ(y) = So we consider the following "smooth" penalized BSDE
(2.25) and we notice that estimates obtained in proposition 2.7 are still true for the pair of processes (Y n,s,x , Z n,s,x ) solution of equation (2.7). Notice that it is still true that |y| p−1ŷ γ(y − s) ≤ |s| p−1 γ(y − s) for all y, s, ∈ R. By [8] we know that we can differentiate (Y n,s,x , Z n,s,x ) with respect to x, and that (∇ x Y n,s,x , ∇ x Z n,s,x ) is the solution of the BSDE (to be intended in mild form):
where (see again [8] ) ∇ x X s,x is the mild solution to the following forward equation
: H → H being the identity operator in H. We setP := E T P, with
(2.26) By the Girsanov theoremP is a probability measure equivalent to the original one P (recall that by hypothesis 2.6, ∇ z is bounded) and 
, so that, sinceγ ≤ 0 and ∇ y ψ is bounded by hypothesis 2.6, point 1,
We start by estimating I. Here and in the following we again denote by c a constant whose value can vary from line to line and that may depend on T , on the coefficients A, F, G, ψ, , h, φ, on p but not on n and x.
Taking into account that EE p T ≤ c, by Holder inequality, with p, q, r conjugate exponents p > 1, 1 < q < 2, qm > 2, (where m is the same as in hypothesis 2.6) we get:
where we have used the estimate on ∇ x X s,x T stated in [8] , proposition 3.3.
In a similar way we can estimate (for q > 2)
where we have used estimates 2.20 and Proposition 2.5. For what concerns II, let p, q andp,q be two pairs of conjugate exponents, and let
where in the last passage we have used that
where c may depend on T , on the coefficients A, F G, ψ, h, φ, but not on n. By (2.29) we get that
By letting n → ∞, arguing as in section 6 in [6] finally get the desired Lipschitz continuity of Y
Finally we have to remove the assumption of differentiability on the coefficient ψ, h, φ in the reflected BSDE. Since ψ is Lipschitz continuous with respect to y and z, and ∀ t , y , z ∈ [0, T ] × R × Ξ, ψ(t, ·, y, z) , h , φ are locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to x, then by taking their inf-sup convolution (ψ k , φ k , h k ) k≥1 we obtain differentiable functions where the derivative is bounded by the Lipschitz constant in the Lipschitz case, and the derivative has the polynomial growth imposed by the locally Lipschitz growth, see e.g. [4] for the notion of inf-sup convolution, and [15] and [16] for the use of inf-sup convolutions in the Lipschitz and locally Lipschitz case. So in particular the growth of the derivatives the inf-sup convolutions is uniform with respect to k: it follows that Lipschitz and locally Lipschitz constants are uniform with respect to k, and this allows to pass to the limit as k → ∞ and to preserve Lipschitz and locally Lipschitz properties. Coming into more details, we denote by (Y n,k,s,x , Z n,k,s,x , K n,k,s,x ) the solution of the penalized RBSDEs with regularized coefficients:
where c does not depend on n nor on k. By standard results on BSDEs (see [9] ) we know that
where (Y n,s,x , Z n,s,x ) is solution to the smooth penalized BSDE (2.25). In particular Y 
3 Obstacle problem for a semilinear parabolic PDE: solution via RBSDEs
In this section we consider an obstacle problem for a semilinear PDE in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space H and we solve it in a suitable sense by means of reflected BSDEs. An informal description is as follows: we study an obstacle problem of the following form H), and ∇u (t, x) G(t, x) is the directional generalized gradient of u with respect to x, see [11] , section 3, and the following for the definition of generalized gradient. For a function f : H → R, the operator L t is formally defined by
and it arises as the generator of an appropriate Markov process X in H.
More precisely if X is the mild solution to the stochastic differential equation in H dX
where T > 0 is fixed. For t ∈ [s, T ] we denote by P s,t the transition semigroup
where φ : H → R is bounded and measurable. Note that L t is formally the generator of the transition semigroup (P s,t ) t∈ [s,T ] . This leads us to consider solutions of the obstacle problem (3.1) in mild sense, as we are going to state.
The generalized directional gradient
We observe that, under our assumptions, it is reasonable to expect that function u is locally Lipschitz but not that it is differentiable. To this aim, we briefly show an example where the value function of a deterministic optimal stopping problem is not differentiable. Let us consider, as state equation without control,
We consider the following cost functional:
So the value function is given by
and it is evident that, even if the data are differentiable, the value function may fail to be differentiable.
Notice that in the above example and statement we take into account that we allow degeneracy of the noise. The issue of differentiability of u when noise is non degenerate is very interesting but falls out of the scope of the present work.
To take into account the lack of regularity of u the derivative ∇u must not appear in the precise formulation of the problem. Indeed it will be substituted by the notion of generalized gradient, whose definition is given in the next subsection.
We start by giving the definition of generalized gradient 
Then there exists a Borel measurable function ζ : [0, T ] × H → Ξ * with the following properties.
(ii) For ξ ∈ Ξ, x ∈ H and 0 ≤ s ≤ T ′ < T the processes {u(t, X 
where ζ is an arbitrary element of the generalized gradient ∇ Gū ;
4.ū(T, ·) = φ.
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper. For what concerns point 3 of definition 3.2, since Y is solution to the reflected BSDE, we get
Fixed ξ ∈ Ξ, let us consider the joint quadratic variation of both sides of (3.7) with W ξ . Proposition 2.1 in [11] and Theorem 3.1 yield that ∇ G u exists and letting ζ ∈ ∇ G u, we have
where
On the other hand by the Markov property stated in Remark 2.8
and since Y is solution to the RBSDE in (2.16) we deduce:
So, by these two expression of the joint quadratic variation of u(·, X s,x · ) and W ξ we get
and we have proved that u is a mild supersolution along the Definition 3.2 We have to prove that u is the minimal supersolution. Letū be any supersolution and let us defineȲ . is a submartingale. By hypothesis 2.6 on ψ, by the growth property of u as required in definition 3. Notice that we are working in a complete probability space filtered with the filtration generated by the Wiener process, so by the martingale representation theorem, see again [13] and [3] for its infinite dimensional version, there exists a processZ ∈ L 2 P (Ω × [s, T ]; L 2 (Ξ, R)) such that τ , P-a.s. for a.a. τ ∈ [s, T ]. To this aim, for ξ ∈ Ξ, let us consider the joint quadratic variation of both sides of (3.12) with W ξ . Notice that the finite variation term K does not give any contribution to the joint quadratic variation with W ξ ; so Proposition 2.1 in [11] and Theorem 3.1 yield, for s ≤ σ < T and ζ ∈ ∇ G u, P-a.s.. Since both sides of (3.14) are continuous with respect to σ, it follows that, P-a.s., they coincide for all σ ∈ [s, T ]. This implies that ζ(σ, X , namely we get e n(T −t)Ȳ s,x t is a cylindricalP-Wiener process in Ξ. We denote by (F t ) t≥s its natural filtration, augmented in the usual way. Clearly X solves dX t = AX t dt + F (t, X t )dt + G(t, X t )[R(X t , γ(t, ζ(t, X t )dt + dŴ t ], t ∈ [s, T ] X s = x.
(4.17)
and (Ω S , F S , (F t ) t≥0 ,P, (Ŵ t ) t≥0 ) is the desired admissible system. We finally get the following Proof: Just letX be the mild solution of equation (4.15) and defineᾱ = γ(t, ζ(t,X t )) clearlȳ X t = Xᾱ ,s,x and relation (4.13) holds. Thus by Corollary 4.3 it is enough to choose τ = inf{t ≤ r ≤ T : u(r,X r ) = h(r,X r )} ∧ T.
